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Dave Case, Electronic Engineer, Invents an Electronic
Counter-Measure for High-Frequency Ringing in Ears
or Tinnitus
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Dave Case, an Electronics Engineer and inventor, recently disclosed on a call-in talk show for
those Americans and others worldwide being covertly targeted and assaulted with directedenergy weapons (DEWs) and neuro-monitoring technologies—in fact the same one featuring
interviews by Ella Felder with well-known NSA whistleblowers William Binney and Kirk Wiebe
covered here earlier—that he had developed an electronic countermeasure to combat tinnitus,
or high-frequency ringing in ears that many people experience today.

What is Tinnitus?
According to the Mayo Clinic website, “Tinnitus (TIN-ih-tus) is the perception of noise or ringing
in the ears. A common problem, tinnitus affects about 1 in 5 people. Tinnitus isn’t a condition
itself — it’s a symptom of an underlying condition, such as age-related hearing loss, ear injury or
a circulatory system disorder.”
Information on numbers from hear.it.org tells us: “According to ATA, the American Tinnitus
Association, 45 million Americans are struggling with tinnitus. In Germany the “Deutsche
Tinnitus-Liga” estimates that 19 million Germans have experienced tinnitus, and that 2.7 million
Germans have persistent tinnitus, of which 1 million have very severe tinnitus. The British
Tinnitus Association estimates that 10% of the UK population suffers from tinnitus.”
Coping strategies or anti-depressants offer relief, according to information at health websites.

Tinnitus as High-Frequency Technology Used in Covert Assault
But there are other aspects to tinnitus few outside the military and Intelligence world know
about.
In this twenty-first century of Electronic Warfare (Operation, Testing, and Training), those who
are being assaulted by DEWs in particular (in illegal, criminal, covert systems of surveillance and
harassment being kept concealed by the global Surveillance State in collusion with mainstream
media, co-opted psychiatry, and silenced communities) know that the tinnitus they have
suddenly begun to experience is an externally-induced rather than natural or inherently-arising

physical health condition, so this news of a countermeasure has evoked much interest.
Many who are being thus technologically assaulted report either a continuous high-pitched
frequency or being woken continually at night at specific intervals by such high-pitched sounds
or ringing.
Dave himself has experienced this tinnitus, and relays that his experience began after he tried to
patent a certain invention of his, involving the use of photonic processes in computers, and
found that the NSA already had a patent for this light technology, classified Top Secret. He
believes that he began to be externally targeted with sophisticated remote electronic
technology, and, in his own current analysis of these EMF (Electro Magnetic Field) or scalar
signal assaults on human bodies, says the GPS satellite system is the primary system being used
for neural information transmission to and from human targets.

Signals Intelligence, Radiation Intelligence, the NSA, Neuro-Surveillance,
and Targeted Individuals
Mr. Case points to the information on Signals Intelligence now known worldwide contained in
the lawsuit against the NSA filed by ex-NSA employee, John St. Clair Akwei (excerpted in parts
below, from scanned graphics of a 2009 publication in MindNet Journal), which points to
advances in neuro-technology, radar, satellite technology, and bio-surveillance that is still
carefully being kept out of the corporate press and concealed under labels of classification and
secrecy, while being secretly legitimized for use by the Department of Justice, as uncovered by
researchers such as Dr. Nick Begich, and explored here earlier.

Excerpt/John St.Clair Akwei vs. NSA, Fort Meade, MD

According to this information, the NSA is perfectly aware that all human brains give off brain
waves which can be picked up, every human brain has a unique brain resonance signature, and,
under the right conditions, all human brains can be covertly surveilled, monitored, entrained,
and modified remotely.

Excerpt/John St. Clair Akwei vs. NSA, Fort Meade, MD

From this lawsuit and other sources, we learn that mind-reading is no longer fiction, mind
control is no longer a myth, mind and behavior modification continue to be an active fixation
with the CIA (with its grisly history of MK ULTRA experiments), and, under the broad umbrella of
Neuro-Surveillance, the NSA–and DARPA, and the CIA and the FBI, and possibly the DHS and the
TSA and the DEA too—is most definitely engaging in it.

Excerpt/John St. Clair Akwei vs. NSA, Fort Meade, MD

Herein lies the secret of neuro-targeting and the entire phenomenon of Targeted Individuals
(TIs), desperate attempts to conceal which and whom continue apace—although, thanks to the
commitment today of mind control and TI activists, ethical scientists and whistleblowers,
podcasters, and writers worldwide, awareness of these advances in neuro-technology as well as
of the whole unsavory phenomenon of non-consensual human experimentation continues to
surface and spread.

The Bio-Relevant Feedback Loop
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Targeting humans with remote electromagnetic or scalar wave technologies apparently requires
a lot of specific detail. In order to target a human body remotely, Mr. Case says, a great deal of
data is picked up first, related to body temperature, brain resonance frequencies, the skin
dielectric, and so on. High-frequency signals sent to targets, and modulated specifically for each
target, rely on something called a bio-relevant feedback loop which relays physiological data
from the target back to the supercomputer running the system.
When the modulated high-energy signals are directed at the target, he suggests, the skin acts as
a transducer, absorbing the high-energy signals and transforming these into audio signals which
traverse the body and impact the brain, much in the modality of the Neurophone, an invention
from 1958 by Patrick Flanagan which can send phase-modulated electrical signals via the skin
into the nervous system to be reformed into audio signals by phase-cancellation in the brain,
meaning the brain then hears sound–without the ear being involved.
This sound can range from high-frequency ringing or tinnitus to a clarity of music or voices, now
being delivered remotely, without material apparatus. Readers—and in particular, psychiatrists,
audiologists, otolaryngologists, neurologists–should note that this essentially means that voices
in your head, music in your head, or a tinny ringing in your ears no longer means you have
suddenly plunged into old age, a hearing breakdown, or that old, passé (and, many contend,
false) psychiatric construct of “schizophrenia,” but that physical, electrical signals carrying audio
waveforms could be deliberately being directed at your body—a phenomenon that perfectly
sane “Targeted Individuals” who report harassment with voice-to-skull or “V2K” technology
have long spoken about and are all too familiar with.

Countermeasure Disrupts the Bio-Relevant Feedback Loop

Dave’s Solar Truck

Dave Case, who has been an inventor and engineer from a very young age, and has invented
solar-powered engines and gadgets, including a solar truck that has run 3000 miles “without a

penny in fuel,” knew that the key to distorting the high-frequency signals being sent to his brain
lay in disrupting the bio-relevant feedback loop.

To do this, he devised a method using an oscillator to create a
similar but differently-phase-modulated sound to the tinnitus, so that the external signals could
no longer activate the expected bio-feedback loops, given the distortions being introduced by
the oscillator.
This distortive sound was recorded on a CD, and comprises the countermeasure that Dave offers
today to all those being targeted. He cites 29 recipients who have offered testimonials to the
efficacy of this device (some below).

Dave’s Solar Polaris

Conversation with Dave Case
My recent conversation with Dave Case on this subject is below, as well as his contact
information, below the interview.
Dave, you had mentioned, that as an Electronics Engineer, you have come up with a
countermeasure for the tinnitus and induced sounds/ringing in ears that many “Targeted
Individuals” experience. Can you first give us a sense of your background and experience and
interests as an Electronics Engineer, so we understand your expertise in this subject?

I started learning Electronics at age 6. By my teens I had made my own chemistry set, boom box,
electronic door lock, servo motor, and I was electro-plating coins, making hydrogen from water,
etc. I got my degree in Electronic Engineering and began to invent things such as my magnetic
levitator, and a photonic processor (light operated computer), and other projects.

You were recently on a call-in talk
show where you mentioned that you discovered that your invention had already been patented—
was it this exactly or something close? You also mentioned an NSA lawsuit—can we find this online,
where can we find more information on this lawsuit, and what was the crux of it, why was the NSA
interested in your invention?

While trying to patent the photonic processor I was attacked by
an agency with extremely high technology, I got an electronic sounding tinnitus (pulse code
modulation) in both ears debilitating me. I lost everything and could not make a living. I found
out later that the NSA already has light-operating computers and it was classified top secret.
The NSA lawsuit in question was not mine. (But the one filed by John St. Clair Akwei.)
I knew that the electronics they were using (on me) could be stopped but how, so I began to
make something that sounded just like the tinnitus to confuse their attack system. I built a new
type of oscillator that made a similar sound and as soon as I put on the headphones and played
the strange sound I was free. I have since cured over 34 people by sending this sound on CDs for
free to any one with the artificial tinnitus .
Can you tell us a bit about the technology you think is being used, your understanding of how these
sounds are being induced? Is this V2K or synthetic telepathy or the Frey effect? Are electromagnetic
signals/ultrasonics being sent to people’s ears, or auditory cortex, or is a cochlear implant involved?
In my opinion, the GPS satellite system is the main carrier for neural information transmission
and my CD interferes with what is called a bio-relevant-feedback loop used to send bio-data to
their super computers from the target, this feedback loop is vital to target a person.
Without the feedback loop, the system breaks down and the target is freed. I do think they are
using constructive interference methods that cause large increases in power density at the
target only, making it hard to detect with Hertzian type meters.
What kind of frequencies are we talking about? Can they be measured, and if so how? You
mentioned the skin being used as a transducer. I understand transducers convert energy from one
form to another. Can you explain this a bit more, including telling us what kind of transduction is
involved?

energy hits the water in the skin, the modulation is transformed into audio and travels
throughout the body. My CD vibrates the skin contaminating their signal and then real-time
adjustments and timing are lost.
How did you yourself come to this subject? I understand you have experienced this auditory effect
yourself.
I did not know before I was attacked that the NSA was testing these weapons of warfare on U.S.
citizens. You just don’t hear about it on the news.
I traced times and dates of when I was attacked and it led me to OPERATION “CLEAN SWEEP”
1997-1998.
(From a historical listing of Mind Control projects at a few sites online including here, Operation
Clean Sweep was a NSA/CIA operation experimenting with mass behavior modification that was
run nationwide in the United States in 1997-98, aiming at “electromagnetic resonant induction and
mass population control.” Data on emotional wavelengths emanating from people was collected
through helicopter probes following media events, and was re-broadcast in order to recreate event
scenarios and re-stimulate population emotional levels. The re-broadcast was effected “possibly
through GWEN network or cellular tower frequencies, co-ordinated from NBS in Colorado.”)
You have mentioned testimonies from people who have used your CD. How should it be used,
exactly, and can we hear a bit about what these people say?
The CD works best when played all night every night while sleeping on head phones that go to
24 khz.The most interesting thing is if we stop listening to the CD, the tinnitus will try to recover
indicating this is an automated system we are knocking out every night. I think the GPS is a huge
automated scan and track weapon (multi-function ) guided by Artificial Intelligence.
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Finally, given that so many are being assaulted covertly with electromagnetic or ultrasonic energy
weapons, since you have a deeper understanding of electronics and radio frequencies than most,
can you share with us a little more of your understanding about these frequencies? Most of us
understand that our bio-resonance and brain-resonance frequencies are at the low end of the scale
between 5-30 Hz, while signals sent in on wi-fi or portable surveillance radar devices may use higher
frequencies as carriers; can you explain a bit how this may work?
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These constructive interference systems are not bound by Newtonian physics and are almost
100% efficient in energy transference. The College of the Army says psychotronics can be
delivered to the enemy though existing wiring or water pipes (used as transducer) in your
house. Another way to think of it is wave construction using pieces or pulses assembled only at
the target, so they can deliver 5 hz or 9000 MHz depending on results needed.
In closing, what is your best advice re. shielding from these radiation and sonic attacks? Do you
have other advice to share?
One of only a few things to stop these weapons is superconductive material, but it is not
feasible yet. Soil does lessen it but it takes 350 feet of soil. Other than that you must have an
active countermeasure like my CD.
To contact Dave Case for more information or for a free copy of his CD to counter tinnitus, please
send him a text message with your name and mailing address at 573-300-1579.
Please note, recent momentous news from World CACH (World Coalition Against Covert
Harassment) also offers extensive hope for those being assaulted with V2K technology: a new
shielding device, to be presented soon by Magnus Olsson, has been developed with military grade
technologies to combat V2K, please see the link below for the World CACH newsletter with this
announcement.

